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CAPTIONS OF THE PHOTOS ON THE COVER OF THESE PROCEEDlNGS
LEGENDES DES FIGURES DE LA COUVERTURE DE CE COMPTE RENDU
Photo 1: Arctic pipeline-Oléoduc arctique
The Alaskan Pipeline between Prudhoe Bay and Puerto Valdez; length: 1200 km; pipe diameter: 1.22 m;
temperature of the oil inside the pipe: 120°C; cost of the pipeline: 8 billion dollars (compared with a
projected cost of 900 million dollars); capacity: 2.5 million barrel per day (information provided by the
Anchorage Museum, Alaska). Note the supporting piles: these piles also serve as heat pipes - the tops of the
piles are fitted with heat exchangers in arder to capture cold from the atmosphere in winter, ensuring that the
ground remains super-frozen, increasing its bearing capacity. Note also the beams/runners system that
prevents thermal dilatation and earthquake damage (Photo by J. Aguirre-Puente taken North of Fairbanks in
July 1993).
Oléoduc '~laskan Pipeline" entre PrucDJoe Bay et Puerto Valdez .. longueur, 1200 km .. diametre du
conduit, 1,22 m .. température du pétrole a l'intérieur du conduit, 120°C.. cout de l'ouvrage, 8 milliards de
dollars contre 900 millions prévus .. capacité de transport, 2,5 millions de barils par jour (informations du
Musée d~nchorage, Alaska). On remarque les pieux qui supportent le conduit. Ces pieux sont en meme
temps des caloducs, avec les échangeurs thermiques au sommet pour capturer le /raid de l'atmosphere
pendant l'hiver, de maniere a surgeler le sol pour lui apporter de la portance. On note également le
systeme poutres/patins de glissement qui permet d'encaisser les dilatations thermiques et les déformations
dues aux tremblements de terre (photo J: Aguirre-Puente, au nord de Fairbanks,juillet 1993).
Photo 2 : Pingo
One afilie biggest pingos in the Toktoyaktuk Peninsula in Northern Callada (diameter: 600 In; height: about
48 m; age: several hundred years). Pingo: a periglacial geomorphological formation arising in certain zones
with very specific characteristics; pingos alise where water is converted into ice under high hydrostatic
pressure conditions (open system), due to a Change in specific volume when water is converted into ice in
confined talik domains and/or because cryogenic suction takes place (closed system) (Photo J. Aguirre-
Puente).
Un des plus grands 'pingos" de la péninsule de Toktoyaktuk au Nord du Canada (diametre, 600 m ..
hauteur : 48 m environ .. age : plusieurs centaines d'années). Pingo: formation géomorphologique
périglaciaire apparaissant dons certaines zones tres porticulieres en raison de la transformation en glace
de l'eau arrivant par pressions hydrostatiques élevées (systeme ouvert), en raison du changement de
volume massique lors de la transformation de l'eau en glace dons des domaines de talik confinés etiou en
raison de la succion cryogénique (systeme fermé) (photo J. Aguirre-Puente).
Photo 3 : Experimental cell- Cel/ule expérimentale
First vizualization of ice lenses in the laboratory, during a freezing experiment under controlled conditions,
with measurement of parameters exhibiting the behaviour of the frozen sanlple ("Freezing" Group of the
Laboratoire d'Aérothermique, CNRS in the 1970s. Photo J. Aguirre-Puente).
Premiere visualisation des lentilles de glace, en laboratoire, lors d'une expérimentation de congélation
sous des conditions contr6lées, avec des mesures des parametres décrivant le comportement au gel de
l'échantillon (Groupe "Congélation" du Laboratoire d~érothermique du CNRS aux années 70. Photo J:
Aguirre-Puente).
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ABSTRACT
Freezing biological products is one of the most interesting applications of High Pressure (HP)
technologies. In this work, the effects of such process on the microstructure of large pieces of beef
meat are analysed. For the study two points of interest have been chosen in the sample: the surface
and the centre. In conventional freezing methods, thermal gradients reduce the freezing cate from
the surface to the thermal centre and significant.differences are observed in the microstructure
between these two regions. In HP assisted freezing, the supercooling reached after the release of
pressure yields an instantaneous nucleation of water in all the volume of the sample at the same
time. Microscopic observations how the existence of small intracellular ice crystals in the surface
and in the centre ofthe producto
INTRODUCTION
Application of high pressures, HP, (100 MPa up to 900 MPa) to biological products is a new
technique that can substitute high temperatures in many treatments. For example, in foodstuffs high
pressures can reduce significant1y the microbial population or can produce starch gelatinization at
low temperatures. These effects have been observed using high temperatures which involve, at the
same time, other undesirable consequences such as vitamin losses, colour changes, new flavours,
etc.
HP have also interesting applications in the low temperature field: freezing, thawing and sub-zero
temperature non-frozen storage. High pressure assisted freezing process is based on the depression
of the freezing point of water down to -21.995 °c at 209.9 MPa (Bridgman, 1912). The method
consists in cooling the product under pressure in such conditions that it remains unfrozen at -20 °c,
then pressure is released suddenly to atmospheric pressure. Due to the quasi-adiabatic expansion,




T: Temperature in K
V: Specific volume (m3/kg)
a: Thermal expansion coefficient (K-1
Cp: Heat capacity (J/kgoK)
bearing in mind that all thermodynamic properties ofwater are modified by pressure. Conditions in
the sample after pressure release correspond to the solid state in the phase diagram ofwater. Then,
just after the expansion and due to the isostatic pressure principIe, a strong supercooling is produced
in the whole volume of the producto According to Burke et al. (1975), for each degree K of
supercooling there is an increase of about tenfold in the ice-nucleation rateo
Freezing cate is one of the factors which determine the final quality of a frozen food (I.I.R., 1972).
Slow freezing cates produce large extracellular ice crystals that can damage the original structure of
the product, whereas high freezing cates involve the formation of small intracellular ice crystals that
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